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blast Create by using explosives.
It could turn out to be a real blast.

blaze Indicate by marking trees with blazes.
The horse had a blaze between its eyes.

burn A mark left on something as a result of being burned.
The iron burnt a hole in my dress.

cinder Waste matter produced by smelting or refining ore; slag.
A cold hearth full of cinders.

combust Cause to burn or combust.
Riots combusted Pakistan after the U S air attacks on Afghanistan.

combustible A combustible substance.
A volatile and combustible personality.

combustion A process in which a substance reacts with oxygen to give heat and light.
Combustion grew until revolt was unavoidable.

erupt Erupt or intensify suddenly.
Vesuvius erupts once in a while.

explosive Likely to cause an outburst of anger or controversy.
Explosive force.

fire Start or maintain a fire in.
The engine fired and she pushed her foot down on the accelerator.

firework
A device with an explosive that burns at a low rate and with colored flames;
can be used to illuminate areas or send signals etc.
When you put these men together you re bound to get fireworks.

flame
Shine or glow like a flame.
Send out an unsolicited email and you could possibly receive thousands of
flames.
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flammable Easily ignited.
The use of highly flammable materials.

flare Become flared and widen usually at one end.
She flared up shouting at Geoffrey.

furor A sudden outburst (as of protest.

incendiary An incendiary bomb or device.
Incendiary rhetoric.

incinerate Cause to undergo combustion.
Waste packaging is to be incinerated rather than buried in landfills.

incinerator An apparatus for burning waste material, especially industrial waste, at high
temperatures until it is reduced to ash.

inflame Become inflamed get sore.
High fines further inflamed public feelings.

kindle Catch fire.
The setting sun kindled the sky with oranges and reds.

lava
Rock that in its molten form as magma issues from volcanos lava is what
magma is called when it reaches the surface.
Porphyritic lavas.

pyrotechnic Suggestive of fireworks.
A pyrotechnic display.

scald
Any of a number of plant diseases which produce an effect similar to that of
scalding especially a disease of fruit marked by browning and caused by
excessive sunlight bad storage conditions or atmospheric pollution.
There s bowls to scald and bairns to fetch.

smolder Burn slowly and without a flame.
A smoldering fire.

smoulder Smoke coming from a smouldering fire.
The bonfire still smouldered the smoke drifting over the paddock.

spark Emit or produce sparks.
There was a spark of light.

tan Get a tan from wind or sun.
The sun had already tanned his face golden.

tinder Material for starting a fire.
They slashed down the undergrowth for tinder.

torch
Tall stalked very woolly mullein with densely packed yellow flowers ancient
Greeks and Romans dipped the stalks in tallow for funeral torches.
The madman torched the barns.
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volcano A mountain formed by volcanic material.
Clare had been building up a silent volcano of resentment.


